
 

  
Outstanding (1) Good (2)  Requires Improvement (3) 

Student Progress Almost all pupils in the class, including disabled 
pupils, those who have SEN and those for whom the 
pupil premium provides support (FSM) and the most 
able are making rapid and sustained progress and 
learn exceptionally well. 

Most pupils and groups of pupils in the class, including 
disabled pupils, those who have SEN and those for 
whom the pupil premium provides support (FSM) and 
the most able  make good progress and achieve well. 
Students’ progress is consistently strong, and evidence 
in students’ work indicates that they achieve well.  

Students make satisfactory progress i.e. the 
progress expected of them relative to their level of 
ability. Most will work effectively when provided 
with appropriate material, but they will often lack 
confidence in improving their work. They 
occasionally show high levels of enthusiasm & 
interest. 

Challenge/level of 
work 

The teacher has consistently high expectations of all 
students. All students are suitably challenged and 
stretched by the work which is closely matched to 
the full range of students' needs. Those with 
additional learning .needs have work well matched 
to their needs based upon a good diagnosis of them. 
High level of independent learning 

The level of challenge stretches without inhibiting. 
Work is closely tailored to the full range of students’ 
needs, so that all can succeed and most are suitably 
challenged. Those with additional learning needs have 
work well matched to their needs based on a good 
diagnosis of them. 

The work is broadly appropriate to the needs of the 
students with some tailoring used to meet 
students' needs. Most students are able to access 
the work including those with additional learning 
needs. 

Teaching The teacher uses well-judged and often imaginative   
teaching strategies, including setting appropriate 
homework that, together with the clearly directed 
and timely support and intervention, match 
individual needs accurately. Consequently, pupils 
learn exceptionally well. 
Teachers and other adults authoritatively impart 
knowledge to ensure students are engaged in 
learning, and generate high levels of commitment to 
learning.  

The lesson is planned and taught in such a way that it 
deepens pupils’ knowledge and understanding. It 
enables them to develop a range of skills in the subject. 
The teacher listens to, carefully observes and skilfully 
questions pupils during the lesson in order to reshape 
tasks and explanations to improve learning.  
Effective teaching strategies, including setting 
appropriate homework and appropriately targeted 
support and intervention are matched well to most 
pupils’ individual needs, including the most and least 
able, so that pupils learn well in lessons. 
Teachers and other adults create a positive climate for 
learning and students are interested and engaged.  

Teaching may be good in some respects and 
inadequate in no major respect. Students show 
interest in their work and are making progress that 
is broadly in line with their capabilities. Teachers’ 
subject knowledge is secure. Teaching and learning 
styles engage students and encourage independent 
learning. Teaching methods relate to the learning 
objectives and the needs of students. 

Assessment for 
Learning 

Consistently high quality marking and constructive 
feedback ensures that pupils make rapid gains. The 
teacher systematically and effectively checks pupils’ 
understanding throughout the lesson, anticipates 
where they need to intervene and in doing so has a 
notable impact on the quality of learning. There is 
evidence that students are being given time every 4th 
lesson to respond to the feedback given.  

Teachers assess pupils’ learning and progress regularly 
and accurately. They ensure that pupils know how well 
they have done and what they need to do to improve.  

The assessment and feedback to students requires 
improvement, as it is not regular or accurate, and 
as a result students do not know how well they 
have done or what they need to do to improve. 
 
 

Reading, Writing, 
Communication & 
Mathematics 

The teaching of reading, writing, communication and 
mathematics is highly effective and cohesively 
planned and implemented.  Students read widely and 
to a high standard.  

Reading, writing, communication and mathematics are 
taught effectively. Students read widely and often. 

The teaching of reading, writing, communication 
and mathematics requires improvement. 

Behaviour for learning Students consistently display a thirst for knowledge 
and a love of learning, including in independent, 
group and whole class work, which have a very 
strong impact on their progress. Students’ attitudes 
to learning are of a high standard. Skilled and highly 
consistent behaviour management make a strong 
contribution to an exceptionally positive climate for 
learning.  

Students’ attitudes to all aspects of learning, including 
in independent, group and whole class work, are 
consistently positive, and have a good impact on the 
progress they make. 
Student attitudes to learning are positive. Students 
respond very quickly to staff instructions and requests, 
allowing lessons to flow smoothly and without 
interruption. Low level disruption is uncommon.   

Behaviour overall is satisfactory. Students behave 
so that learning proceeds appropriately and time is 
not wasted. They understand what is expected 
when asked to work on their own or in small 
groups and only gentle prompting is needed to 
maintain discipline.  

THE HARLINGTON 10 CHECKLIST 
 

PLEASE 
TICK 

Learning aims  and key words are shared with students and referred to and checked regularly throughout the lesson 
 

 

Connect with an inspiring activity 
 

 

Give the ‘big picture’ – why is this ‘chunk’ of learning important? 
 

 

Input using a range of purposeful activities with clear timings 
 

 

Use group work, paired work and individual reflection and evaluation 
 

 

Use a range of AFL activities to regularly assess what has been learnt  

Make success criteria clear to assess for learning and celebrate success  

Create a positive learning environment with high expectations of behaviour and learning  

Speak to every child by name every lesson  

Use a range of questions techniques in order to accelerate learning  



Harlington School’s Teaching and Learning Model 

At Harlington we have an established model of teaching and learning. Our model is based on Alistair Smith’s 

‘Accelerated Learning Cycle’ and we have built this through what we know about effective teaching and learning at 

Harlington School. 

 
At the heart of our model (orange zone) are the four stages of the Accelarted Learning Cycle around which all lessons 

are planned. All new learning is built upon what the learner already knows/understands and therefore it is important 

that we connect all learning.  

Connecting Learning 

 Connect: all new learning is built upon what the learner already knows or understands, and therefore it is 
important to connect our learning – whether this means starting your lesson with an inspiring and thought-
provoking activity, re-capping and embedding learning from a previous lesson or just giving your learners a 
sense of the ‘big picture’ so they know where today’s lesson fits in with the grand scheme of things; 

 Activate: students are introduced to new knowledge, information, and ideas during the activate phase of a 
lesson. It’s important that students explore these ideas to develop a deep understanding; 

 Demonstrate: this stage gives students the opportunity to ‘show what they know’ and use the knowledge and 
ideas they have gained in new ways, from answering an exam question or writing an essay, to conducting a 
debate, performing a drama or inventing and building something completely new; and 

 Consolidate: ensuring all new ideas and skills are embedded and secured with opportunities to consolidate, re-
cap, and enhance the learning that has taken place. 



 

 

 

The Accelerated Learning Cycle is reinforced by continuous assessment for learning (green zone). Students’ 

understanding is checked before, during and after every main activity. This enables teachers and teaching assistants 

to pick up on any misunderstandings or misconceptions as the lesson progresses, and re-shape the lesson 

accordingly. 

The Blue zone is about planning the activities taking place throughout the lesson. When planning activities, we try to 

ensure that each of these aspects is included, from independent learning time and literacy and numeracy practice, to 

planned questioning and the use of new technologies. 

Finally, the outer yellow zone reflects on setting the right conditions and behaviours for learning to take place – 

both from the perspective of the teacher and the learners. This includes behaviour management and personalising 

learning through differentiation from the teacher, but, just as important, making sure we encourage all students to 

embrace the right habits of mind for learning to take place – becoming reflective, resilient, responsible, and 

resourceful members of their class. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Starting Points for Outstanding lessons 

When planning for outstanding learning instead of immediately considering lots of exciting activities that will engage learners, 

we need to first consider what we actually want students to learn. 

There is a significant distinction between learning and doing. Lessons which focus on students completing a series of activities 

rather than focussed around what we want students to learn, will lead to lessons where students do not make progress. 

The sequence for planning lesson should be as follows: 

Step 1: 

The first step in planning for outstanding learning and progress is thinking about the students you are about to teach. 

Ask questions such as , what is there starting point? ( this might involve looking at information about individuals; data; previous 

learning). Who are my most able/least able learners? Etc 

By considering these questions, it is more likely you will plan a lesson in which all students will make exceptional progress. You 

can use your context sheets to help you identify the different groups of learners and use that as your point of reference. Regular 

updates and reviews of context sheets are also essential. 

Step 2: 

Once we have identified and thought about our different groups of learners, we need to decide what their next steps in learning 

are, i.e. what you want students to know by the end of the lesson, what you want students to understand by the end of the 

lesson and what you want students to be able to do by the end of the lesson. It is important that lesson objectives are both 

challenging and achievable. 

What is the difference between an aim and a learning objective? 

A lesson aim is a very general statement of what the overall goal is in a lesson – the intention behind the teaching. The lesson 

objective/objectives are the measurable stages that a learner will go through and need to achieve in order to achieve the overall 

goal.  Aims are like strategy, objective are like tactics 

How do you write aims and learning objectives? 

As part of your planning you need to decide what your students need to be able to DO after they have learned something that 

you have taught. Beginning your planning with the learning objectives will also help you ensure that your tasks and activities are 

appropriate and will help your students achieve their objectives.  

A learning objective must not include the phrases 'to know' or 'to understand' but instead active verbs such as 'state', 'explain', 

'outline', 'list' or 'describe'. Avoid using verbs that are difficult to measure objectively. The following verbs are difficult to assess 

and measure and therefore should be used with caution: 

 Know, comprehend, understand, appreciate, familiarize, study, be aware, become acquainted with, gain 

knowledge of, cover, learn, realize 

Know and understand do not specify any overt 'doing' and although knowing and understanding underpin learning, objectives 

are always written using active doing verbs. They are statements of what you want your learners to do and should 

Effective lesson objectives are largely based around Bloom’s Taxonomy and should involve higher order thinking skills that ask 

students to analyse, apply, synthesise and evaluate. 



How can I differentiate my learning objectives and make them more demanding and make sure that they 

are challenging?  

You can make your learning objectives difficult, demanding or challenging by changing the active verb that you use (see detailed 

tables below) to a more complex, involve higher order thinking; or you can add specific conditions or limits.    

 

Examples of learning objectives verbs - The following lists contains examples of verbs which describe the sorts of things you 

want your students to be able to do and may help you to write useful learning objectives.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



Step 3: 

Once we are clear about the lesson objectives, we then plan engaging, purposeful learning activities that will help students 

secure each learning objective. It is useful to apply a 3 stepped approach here. 

It is extremely important to focus learning around the lesson objectives so that we can effectively secure learning before 

moving on to the next learning objective. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Lesson Objective 1 – To Know – What learning activity/activities will secure lesson objective 1? How will students have 

achieved lesson objective 1? Can I move on or do I need to reshape the learning? 

Lesson Objective 2 – To understand  - What learning activity/activities will secure lesson objective 2? How will I know 

students have achieved lesson objective 2? Can I move on or do I need to reshape the learning? 

Lesson Objective 3 – To be able to - What learning activity/activities will secure lesson objective 3? How will I know students 

have achieved lesson objective 3? Can I move on or do I need to reshape the learning? 

 
 

To know……. 
 

 

AFL – Check knowledge 
 
 

 
 

To understand.. 
 

 

AFL – Check understanding 
 
 

 
 

To be able to.. 
 

 

AFL – Check  
 
 



 

Step 4: 

When planning learning activities it is important to consider the different groups of learners you have in your class (the most 

able, least able, EAL students, etc.) It is important to make sure that activities are challenging but support is provided for those 

who need it to make sure they can access the task. 

The most effective way to make sure that learning activities are challenging is to start with your most able pupils in mind. Plan 

learning activities that you think will extend and challenge the most able and then think about the support/scaffolding that 

could be put in place to support the less able. 

When planning it is useful to highlight the differentiation in your lesson plans or schemes of work to show how different groups 

of learners are being catered for. 

Step 5: 

The next step to think about is how to check learning and understanding after each chunk of learning. It is vital to think about 

how learning might be reshaped if students have not understood or grasped a concept. Sometimes it will be appropriate to 

move on to the next stage of learning or skip a learning activity altogether because students have already grasped what they 

needed. 

To ensure that assessment is a regular feature in your lessons, highlight it in your lesson plan/scheme of work. This acts as a 

useful check for S.L’s and C.L’s to see visually whether we are checking learning enough throughout the lesson/topic.  

Because we believe that great planning is at the heart of outstanding learning and progress, evidence of planning is expected 

for every lesson. This can be produced in a range of different formats, but it is important that we are able to show how we plan 

our lesson objectives, which then enable us to plan for future outcomes. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Planning or home learning 

We believe that homework encourages the development of independent learning skills and allows students to take more 

ownership of their education. We therefore ensure that setting homework is part of our planning process. 

What does the research tell us about the importance of planning homework? 

Current research tells us that the impact of homework is valuable if the task is concise, meaningful and tightly linked to the 

current classroom teaching. 

Key stage 3 students in particular need to be supported with developing an effective approach to home learning. We aim to 

support students by developing predictable and expected homework routines, and most importantly by planning/designing high 

quality home learning activities alongside their lessons and schemes of work. 

 

 

 

Real life scenarios.  For example; ‘You are preparing for a 
moon landing – what would you need to take with you?’ 
 
 
 
 

Watching a video/using an animation on the internet – There 
are thousands of excellent resources for students to explore 
online. Teachers can direct students to appropriate resources 
and ask them to write a comment/report on what they have 
learnt. 

Completing the missing half to the torn page. 
Students have to research the rest of the topic – the 
outcomes, the next stage , the final part etc and predict what 
will happen. 
 
 
 

Why is this difficult? Give students 2 questions the same 
topic. Ask them not to answer the questions, but to write a 
paragraph explaining why one question is more difficult than 
the other. 

 

 

 

 

For some examples of generic homework templates that can be 

used for different subject areas look in the sharing good practice 

folder on the S: Drive. 

 

 

 

 

 

The best ideas for home learning activities are often the simplest. Use the chance to engage learners with 

their learning! The more emphasis that we as teachers place upon home learning the more pride our 

students will take with their work. Below are some ideas for effective home learning. 



Does homework help students to succeed? Which tasks have the greatest impact 
on progress? 

Homework doesn’t help our students to 
succeed because…. 

Wrong! (Evidence to counter this argument) 

…the students never hand it in. 

Over 70% KS3 Harlington students consistently hand in their homework projects. 

Providing opportunities for homework gives the students that consistently complete 

it the opportunity to make extra progress. Why do some students never hand in 

homework? What barriers do students face when it comes to homework? Are EAL, 

SEN, and literacy the only barriers students can be overcome? How can we design 

tasks that are interesting enough to overcome the ‘motivation’ barrier? 

…we just set it for the sake of it. 
We aim to plan homework whilst we are planning our lesson. This helps to ensure 

that the tasks we set are relevant and meaningful. 

…students have plenty of other things to do. 

We are taking away the time that they need 

to do other things. 

Our students still have plenty of time in the evenings to do other things. KS3 

students should aim to do around 1 hours homework per evening. Other activities 

can easily be arranged around this. We can help students to organise their time 

more effectively and this will help them to succeed in the future. 

…the work that the students hand back in is 

poor quality, so there’s no point in setting it. 

There are many excellent examples of outstanding home learning by our students. 

Many of our students take a lot of pride in their homework. Generally we need to 

ask ourselves why the quality is not great. The greater the emphasis that teachers 

place on home learning, the more emphasis that students will place on it. 

Differentiation of activities will help students to complete the work independently, 

and they will be more likely to hand in better quality work. 

…most parents are unable to help students 

with the homework that we set them.  

We can design meaningful tasks that students can complete independently. 

Students can also attend a multitude of homework clubs if they need help with their 

work. Teachers are always willing to help students that are stuck. It is essential that 

we train our students to ask for help. Are our tutor groups aware of when and where 

the homework clubs take place? 

…parents disagree with the setting of 

homework as it causes stress for families. 

Parents of students at Harlington School are keen for their children to complete 

homework, Parents regularly ask that more homework is set. 

…setting homework will generate more 

marking. 

Not all homework tasks need to be marked by a teacher. At Harlington, peer and 

self-assessment can be used within our practice. Students are able to effectively 

mark and evaluate their own work.  

 



 

 

The importance of feedback and marking 

Marking and Feedback 

At Harlington, we have agreed to provide written feedback to students every fourth lesson. Time must be provided 

for the students to engage with and respond to this feedback. 

In the previous Work Scrutiny the main reason why staff did not achieve a ‘Good’ or ‘Outstanding’ grading was 

because there was insufficient evidence that: 

× the feedback provided would generate continued progress and  

× students had responded effectively to the feedback provided to secure continued progress. 

Marking and feedback needs to be seen as an essential part of the teaching process. 
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Tips on how to maximise the impact of your marking 

 Using the Assessment Criteria 

We all teach and should therefore mark according to assessment criteria: 

Learning Objective: to be able to explain the significance and influence of the contexts in which ‘The Picture of 

Dorian Gray’ was written. 

Activities: students match key historical details of Victorian society with selected events in the novel. 

Assessment Opportunity: students express their understanding in an extended piece of writing entitled: How did the 

key concerns of the Victorian era influence the themes covered in Oscar Wilde’s ‘The Picture of Dorian Gray’? 

Marking: teacher will use the assessment criteria to acknowledge the level or grade the student has achieved and 

move the students from one band to another e.g. You have demonstrated a limited understanding of the influence 

of context on the writing of ‘The Picture of Dorian Gray’. You need to explain more clearly why Wilde’s 

preoccupation with Hedonism would have resulted in the novel being considered immoral. 

Response to feedback: In the rewrite or subsequent piece of writing the student should be encouraged to underline 

or highlight evidence that they have acted on your feedback. It ensures that the students  

 Developing Literacy 

Students will be required to express their understanding in all subjects in writing. The literacy requirements of your 

subject area should be made clear at all times. Students should be informed that as part of the process of marking 

and feedback the accuracy, fluency and clarity of their expression will be assessed. For example: 

o I will be assessing your accurate use and spelling of the key words we have learned today. 

o This is a difficult topic and I will be assessing the clarity of your expression in this piece of writing. 

o You will only have room to write about a hundred words so practise expressing your ideas as 

precisely as possible. 

You may also choose to correct what you consider to be the main aspect of a student’s which impairs 

communication e.g. their use of capital, run on sentences, use of the correct vocabulary etc. 

To demonstrate that the students have learnt from the feedback 

they have received then during the reflection time every fourth 

lesson the students should  

o practise their spelling corrections by writing them 

out ten times 

o rewrite sections more clearly  

o rewrite sections more precisely 

Marking and feedback should: 

 

• recognise, encourage and reward the student’s effort and 

achievement, and celebrate success; 

• be directly linked to the learning objective; 

• be meaningful to the individual student; 

• give clear indicators of the next steps in their learning; 

• be part of an on-going dialogue with staff and the student; 

• encourage the child to reflect on and take ownership of their 

learning; 

• inform assessment and future planning. 



 

Below are some examples of different marking techniques that teachers have found effective 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Another significant aspect of the importance of regular marking and feedback is that it can be extremely motivational, resulting 

in students investing more effort and skill in the task, if they know it will be regularly marked. Regular marking and feedback tells 

the student that all learning is valued. 

‘Engagement is high when students receive feedback on work, they know their learning is valued and try to impress me in 

their next bit of learning’ 

To ensure our students have a consistent experience in receiving regular, meaningful and effective feedback, the quality of 

feedback will be looked at during work scrutiny times throughout the year, on Learning Walks and also by Subject Leaders as 

part of our quality assurance for teaching and learning. This also provides an opportunity for us to receive feedback on the 

quality of our marking and share best practice with our colleagues. 

The power of feedback 

Nuthall (2007) conducted a study that found that 80% feedback comes from Peers – and most of the feedback is incorrect! Yet 

we know that peer feedback can be a powerful tool in moving learning forward. 

What do our students tell us about peer feedback? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

So how can we ensure that peer feedback is effective ? 

Mark Gan (2011) found that the best way to improve feedback by peers is to provide students with verbal prompts or clear 

success criteria to help students scaffold their feedback and give meaningful feedback to students. 

Our students should be provided with familiar success criteria and should be pointed to this when giving peer feedback. We 

should aim to use the same language for learning across the school and ensure that all feedback is not only specific but also 

phrased positively, helping to create a positive learning environment where students can learn from one another and do not 

mind making mistakes in front of their peers. 

 

 

 

 ‘I don’t find the feedback useful as 

sometimes the only comments you 

get from students is to write more 

clearly’ 

 
‘If you are a bad student or someone they 

don’t think is very clever they give you a 

low level in your feedback. If they think you 

are clever you get a high level’ 

 

‘I trust the feedback from my teacher more 

than my peer. I usually get feedback from 

my peer  such as ‘use more key words 



CLOSING THE GAP WITH PEER MARKING 

This is a great example of how peer marking can be effortlessly, but effectively used to close the learning 

gap. 

Step 1 – Peer marking based on clear success criteria 

Geography students were set a writing task – ‘Describe in detail how humans use fold mountains’. They 

were then given clear instructions on how to 

peer mark the work: 

Circle the work when you see any of these. Put a 

number in the margin to reference. 

1- Name of area- countries 

2- Point- eg farming, tourism  

3- fact of figure 

4- Because 

5- this means. 

An example follows: 

 

 

Step 2 – Peer markers write formative comments 

Having marked the work in this way, the marker 

then had to write a formative comment, using the 

following guidelines: 

- Write a Positive comment…. ‘what you did well 

was…’ 

-To improve the answer you could…..    -Set them a 

question to answer…. 

An example follows; 

 

 

Step 3 – Students respond to marking comments 

Once the work was handed back to the owner, they then had to answer the questions that had been set 

for them by their marker – shown above. The marker’s comments are in red and the response from the 

owner of the work is in blue. 

Step 4 – Students log improvements 

Following this, the student then had to transfer the improvement comment on to their ‘Progress Tracker 

Sticker’ – to act as a reference point for later revision.  

 

 

A simple but very effective process. 

 

 

 

http://classteaching.files.wordpress.com/2013/02/dbr-marking-1.jpg
http://classteaching.files.wordpress.com/2013/02/dbr-marking-3.jpg
http://classteaching.files.wordpress.com/2013/02/dbr-marking-2.jpg


Finally, not only does a success criteria need to be shared with a class in order for peer assessment to take place, but examples 

should be marked together as a class in order for students to really understand what it is they are looking for. If we demonstrate 

these processes with our classes, we can better help them understand how to succeed themselves. It does take time and 

practice for peer assessment to be really effective. 

How about self-assessment? 

We want  our students to be reflective learners and be able to identify where they currently are in their learning and what they 

need to do to bridge the gap. To support students in identifying their own learning gaps and the steps they need to get there, we 

should use some of the following strategies. 

1) Provide a clear student-friendly success criteria 

2) Show students the end product so they can identify the steps they need to get there 

Effective teaching: Differentiation 

What do we mean by differentiation?  

We mean that the level of challenge is appropriate for all our students. 

To ensure that the level of challenge is right, we believe it is important to plan your lessons with your most able group of 

students in mind. Once you have thought about what it is you would like them to achieve and how they are going to achieve it, 

you can begin to think about what scaffolding or support to put in place for different groups of learners to ensure they can 

access the learning. 

By planning learning for our most able and then adding support and scaffolding, we will ensure that learners are challenged and 

therefore all students will experience ‘flow’ and make exceptional progress. 

Below are some differentiation strategies 

Differentiate from top down – pitch to most able and build in support going down  
 

By task – different more challenging tasks for more able 
 

Create challenges for most able (but not more work) 
 

Targeted support from teacher to extend or support most able 
 

Use of TA assigned to extend and support learning 
 

Targeted Q’s for most able e.g using blooms 
 

Grouping to challenge e.g able learners with less able 
 

Rewards – beating personal best for example 
 

Flexible time and pace – increase pressure, more time for depth 
 

Differentiated resources, e.g. more challenging text/sources etc 
 

Student self selects from teachers menu of options 
 

Students design, create own problem/resources 
 

Students find gaps – alternative solutions 
 

Students generate Q’s for teacher 
 

Prepare for different audiences 
 

 

For further strategies on differentiation see sharing good practice folder on the S: Drive 



Supporting Literacy 

We know that literacy is one of the biggest barriers facing our students, and it is our commitment to overcome this barrier. 

Therefore, it is important it is important that every member of staff supports our students in developing their literacy and 

communication skills. We have a whole school policy to ensure we have a consistent approach to literacy across the school to 

help our students make exceptional progress in developing their literacy skills. 

Students acquire literacy skills in the following order speaking and listening Skills followed by reading and finally writing Skills, 

although, there is obviously an overlap of these skills. Therefore, it is essential that all of our students including those with EAL 

are given the opportunity to practise these skills on a regular basis. It is also essential that we develop activities which develop 

talk. 

Speaking and Listening 

 Give students opportunities to talk about the topic about which they are learning. Provide the students with key words and 

phrases which they may need and then use a range of speaking and listening activities e.g. 

 Continuum. Students are provided with a range of different characters or statements which they place along a 

continuum of opposites e.g. good and evil. 

 Hierarchy pyramid. Statements are provided for the students to place on the pyramid according to whether they are 

considered more or less in keeping with the word at the top of the pyramid e.g. convincing, safe, though-provoking etc. 

 Opinion statements. Students have to place themselves on different sides of a room according to their opinions about a 

topic they have been studying. They then have to justify their position. 

 Image and key word activity. Students are provided with a range of key images and words which they have to organise 

in a meaningful arrangement. 

(These activities are available on the s:drive) 

Reading 

Support the students with the opportunity to actively read about the topic they are studying. There is a mechanical aspect of 

reading. Consider your own ability to read French, German, Spanish or Italian…but not actually understand a word of it! Students 

may be able to read but not understand. Do not be deceived by this and provide opportunities for students to actively read, 

process the information with which they are provided and comprehend it e.g. 

 Students are provided with short passages from which they are asked to identify key ideas. 

 Students are asked to read information from a central source and then recount and explain what they have read to 

another student or group of students. 

Writing 

There is no denying that developing our students’ ability to express their understanding in writing will have the biggest impact 

on their success in exams across every subject. However, the conventions of each subject may be different so it is essential that 

each curriculum area develops the literacy skills appropriate to the demands of the subject. 

There are, however, some key literacy skills which must be corrected and developed on a regular basis: 

 Spelling 

 Punctuation 

 Grammar 

(Please refer to the booklet you have received during training.) 

 

  



 

 

Creating the atmosphere for 

learning 

Creating a safe and positive learning environment 

We know that excellent planning leads to outstanding learning and 

students making exceptional progress. However, for great learning to 

take place we need to create a positive learning  and build positive 

relationships with students. How do we do this? How do we create an 

environment where students know it is ok to make mistakes and want 

to make positive contributions to learning? 

Here are 6 top tips to encourage the importance of classroom routines in creating a positive learning environment. 

1. Consistency – Meet and greet at the door with a friendly smile  

2. Organisation – Prepare your classroom and when possible have the starter activity ready to go 

3. Rewards – Recognise good behaviour by rewarding students doing the right thing as soon as they walk through the 

door. 

4. Consequences – Set clear and firm expectations based on the Harlington Behaviour for learning policy and make sure 

you follow up any sanctions that you set. Students will soon get to know those teachers who say they will give a 

consequence and never get round to doing it! 

5. Expectations – Every KS3 & 4 class to display planners on desk. KS5 expected to bring the right equipment to lesson. All 

students should have perfect uniform in your lesson – by being consistent with the small things this will have a big 

impact on creating an environment where there are high expectations. 

6. Environment – Create a classroom display that celebrates learners success. A best work wall could be used and 

updated regularly so that all students have a sense of belonging and achievement.  
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https://twitter.com/MissDCox/status/411463356730851328/photo/1/large


 

How to build positive relationships 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Role model – Set a good example in everything you do as a 

teacher 

 Get to know your students – Learn as much as possible 

about students’ personal interests and backgrounds 

 Respect – Earn respect by showing respect! 

 Names – Remember our Harlington 10 checklist – Refer to 

every student by name every lesson. 

 Collaborate – Work together to problem solve. What can we 

do to sort this out? 

  



 

The Harlington 10 for Students 

These are the 10 rules that every Harlington student must follow.  

1 
I am a resilient learner – I always try my hardest and learn to the best of my ability 

 

2 
I do as I am asked , the first time I am asked 

 

3 
I am always in the right place at the right time doing the right thing 
 

4 
I am a reflective learner – when someone is speaking I always listen and give my full attention 
 

5 
I always have the right equipment for my lesson (pen, pencil, ruler, rubber, books, PE kit) 
 

6 
I always look smart and am ready to learn (correct uniform, no chewing, no swinging on chairs, no mobile 
phones, headphones or iPods/mp3’s) 
 

7 
I am responsible for my learning and the learning of others – this means I work well independently and with 
others 
 

8 
I respect others 
 

9 
I take pride in my work including the presentation of my work and exercise book 
 

10 
I keep my hands, objects and inappropriate comments to myself 
 

 

The Harlington 10 for students forms part of our common language which we use to praise students when they are positively 

demonstrating one of the Harlington 10 and to correct any misbehaviour. 

Rewards 

At Harlington School we believe in encouraging and celebrating good work and behaviour through 

constant and consistent positive recognition 

Positive behaviour leads to the following rewards: 

Reward 
 

Given for When? 

Positive Sims 
 

Positive work, effort/contribution in 
lessons 

At any time by class teachers.  Students 
rewarded with prizes and trips for those 
that achieve most positive points. 

Positive Postcards/letters home 
 

Consistently positive work / effort  and 
contributions in lessons 

At any time by class 
teachers/Subject/Curriculum Leaders 

Gold/Silver Tie 
 

Academic performance in KS4 Students achieve above and beyond 
their T.G’s 

Attendance 100% attendance and punctuality Reward trips at end of year. 

Reward Trips 
 

For students with 0 negative points and 
excellent attendance 

End of school year 

Awards Evening 
 

Effort and achievement in each subject 
area. 

Annual evening for  winners and families 

Subject Learner of the term 
 

Most consistent  student in one term Certificate in assembly and prize. 



 

 

Effective Teaching: 

Engagement 

We all want our students to be fully 

engaged in our lessons and enjoying their 

learning but how do we achieve this? 

FLOW: The only theory you need for high 

engagement 

What does ‘flow’ mean? It’s when moments of 

time seem to disappear because you are 

completely engrossed in an activity. You become 

focussed and energised that distractions cannot enter your thoughts. Such activity is highly pleasurable (Griffith 2012) 

Flow occurs when high skills meet challenge as shown in the diagram below. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A common example that people frequently give of experiencing ‘flow’ is cooking a meal. Concentration is high as they fully 

utilise their skills to blend the ingredients, coordinate all the different elements of the dish so they are all ready at the same 

time. The pressure of cooking a meal can easily create ‘flow’. However, if the challenge level is lowered to beans on toast, the 

result may well be boredom as your cooking skills are not being extended. At the other end of the scale, if ordinary people were 

sent to a top London restaurant and given the responsibility of cooking Mitchelin-starred cuisine, the likely reaction would be 

high levels of stress and anxiety. Therefore it is important that we know our students and give them the right level of challenge 

to create ‘flow’ (Griffiths, 2012). 



The six foundations of flow 

Based on 2,000 lesson observations, Griffiths (2000) found that flow rarely occurs without all the six foundations below being in 

place: 

1. Tasks are appropriately challenging 

2. Teacher input is minimal 

3. Class have necessary learning skills 

4. Goals are clear and worthwhile 

5. Feedback is immediate 

6. Tasks are intrinsically motivating 

Each element is important. If any are not present the chance of 

flow/high engagement is lessened.  

 

We believe there are some activities that offer our students no challenge and require no skill which leads to apathy. 

As a staff we should avoid using the following activities and work towards banning them from our lessons. 

 Copying objectives as a starter activity 

 Dictation either to transmit information or for its own sake 

 Copying from textbooks/worksheets/board 

 Word searches 

 Code breakers 

 Posters (without a clear purpose and success criteria) 

 Copying up a perfect version during lesson time 

 Finishing off for homework 

 Do ‘five more’ for extension tasks or homework. 

Remember being passionate about our subject is vital for student engagement. It is our job to sell our subject to students. If we 

are enthusiastic about our subjects, students will be too! Enthusiasm is contagious! 

CHALLENGE 

In order to help some students achieve their full potential a degree of challenge is essential. Challenge can be the degree of 

difficulty. It can also involve competition or the self-discipline of working with others. In one challenging lesson we observed 

some students who had to design a quiz that would help the rest of the class revise a topic. In groups of three students were 

given some quiz format choices or were invited to create a format of their own. The formats were based around TV quiz shows 

such as Who Wants to Be a Millionaire, Jeopardy and Blockbuster. Students would challenge at least one other group with their 

quiz in the lesson. 

The advantages of building challenge; 

Some students thrive on competition either with themselves or with others.  

Other students enjoy the challenge of collaborating in groups in order to produce something worthwhile together. 

Challenge can enable you to tie your assessment to whole school systems such as House points. The points systems created for 

challenging tasks can be linked to Assessment for Learning and can encourage students to make more effort. 

Challenge that is calibrated to stretch each learner a little bit beyond their current skills level is intrinsically enjoyable, builds 

their powers of perseverance and fosters ‘flow’. 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

HOW TO BUILD CHALLENGE 

A thoughtfully prepared challenge at the outset of each lesson gets it off to prompt and intriguing start. Dingbats, quizzes and 

lateral thinking puzzles can help students get into the lesson quickly. Competing against others to be the first to solve a problem 

or beating a previous personal best to solve these kinds of challenges can be motivating and focussing. 

For example: A murderer is condemned to death. He has to choose between three rooms. The first is full of raging fires, the 

second is full of assassins with loaded guns and the third is a full of lions that haven’t eaten in three years. Which room is safest? 

(ANSWER – The third , Lions that haven’t eaten in three years are dead) 

Challenge building idea – Students lead plenaries 

How about getting students into the routine of  leading the lesson plenary? In pairs students could be asked tom prepare a 3 -5 

minute challenge to check the level of understanding and progress of their peers. Sandringham High School in St Albans uses this 

strategy during their annual ‘Lazy Teacher Week’. They find that it helps students to be more active. After Lazy Teacher Week, 

where teachers deliberately try to talk less and explain less, the teachers know that they can call on this strategy any time within 

a lesson because students know different types of plenary activities and have practiced delivering them. 

Challenge building idea – Add Increasing Complexity. 

Some teachers use mini-whiteboards to great effect in their teaching. In one lesson I have observed, a classroom was set up in 

rows. The teacher asked the students to work out what coordinates they were occupying the classroom. The girl in the back 

corner of the room was the origin 0.0. From that information students worked out their own personal coordinates in terms of 

where they were sitting. 

Later in the lesson, students had to shift their thinking from coordinates and work out the name of the students who were 

sitting on particular lines. For example, who is sitting on the line X=4? The teacher then got the students to stand up and confirm 

this. The teacher ran these challenges throughout the lesson in between textbook exercises that the students were completing. 

At the end of the lesson the bell went but was ignored by the class. The students were still trying to work out who was on line 

Y=X-4. 

Challenge building idea – Time Pressure. 

Many students get into flow through being under pressure. Teacher Phil Hayes put his class under pressure in a high tempo 

lesson built around a real-life disaster scenario. AS students enter the room a video clip of an erupting volcano is playing, lights 

are dimmed. Students are quickly allocated into groups of three. Each student is given a sticker to wear and an information 

sheet to explain their role, information gatherer, team leader, or scribe. 

Then a buzzer sounds. The information collector from each group rushes to the class computer where the first newsflash is 

coming through. Students write it down and return to their group. They then have a decision to make. On their Crisis 

Management sheet they have 90 seconds to choose between Choice A, B or C. at the end of the lesson points are allocated. 10 

points for the best choice, 5 seconds for second best, 0 for the worst. The students have 10 decisions to make. 

The students loved it. At the end of the activity there was still time for the teacher to go through each decision. This was cleverly 

done by building in some flexibility over the allocation of points so that if students were able to justify their decision effectively 

enough they could achieve the full 20 points. 

 

 

‘Okay everyone settle down. Today is a Challenge Lesson so you know what that means. You 

will be teaching others today. This was how one teacher opened her lesson at Haberdasher 

Askes school. The teachers have a shared language of ‘challenge lessons’. In these lessons 

which occur weekly or fortnightly, the students are expected to lead more, create more and 

teach each other more than in a normal lesson. 



  



 

  



 

 

  



Exceptional Progress,  how can we demonstrate this? 

Assessment for Learning   Mini-consolidates/plenaries 

In outstanding lessons student understanding is checked regularly after every explanation or activity. This ensures that no 

student is left behind as the teacher can intervene if students don’t understand the task , or correct any 

misconceptions/mistakes as a result of the task. In order to plan for great progress, Harlington teachers need to have a very 

accurate and detailed picture of the starting points for each individual, along with a clear understanding of where each student 

should be at the end of the lesson. They regularly check for progress and reshape tasks in order to support any student who is 

falling behind. 

Below are some Harlington Way strategies and quick mini-plenaries to assess student progress 

 
Strategy 

 
How does it work? Some suggestions….. 

 
Learning lines 

 

Students stand in a line across the room to show what level they are working at/whether they 
agree or disagree with a statement. Class room plan and resources on walls needed for this. 

 
Traffic light learning aims 

Students traffic light the learning aims to show how well they are meeting the them using coloured 
pencils or cards. 

 
Post-its-what have you 

learnt so far? What 
would you still like to 

learn? 

Students write on a post it what they have learnt so far/what they would still like to learn/two 
ideas concepts that were least clear from the activity. This can be revisited at the end of the lesson 
to see how much progress has been made. 

 
Mini whiteboard quizzes 

Whole class quizzes where students write their answers on mini-white boards and hold them up. 

 
Quiz corners 

A few multiple choice questions on board/PPT slides with 4 possible A-D answers. Each corner of 
the room is labelled A-D and students move to show around the room to answer. 

 
Just a minute 

 

A few students talk to the whole class about what they have learnt for one minute without 
hesitation/repetition etc.  Can give students 3 minutes to practice in pairs first. 

 
True/false/not sure 

 

Student use colour cards/body shapes/hands/heads to show whether they think statements read 
by the teacher/other students on the board are true/false/not sure. 

 
Snowball ‘what we’ve 

learnt today’ 

Each students writes 3 points that they have learnt today, compares with a partner and they 
condense 6 back to 4, then join another pair and condense 8 to 4 before discussing as a class. 

 
Questions in a box 

 

Each student writes one question on a card. All the questions are put into a box and either 3-6 are 
drawn out for a whole class quiz or each student gets a question to answer. Questions can be 
levelled for differentiation. 

 
Who’s in the bag? 

 

Each student writes down 3 words on small pieces of paper, folds and puts into a bag. The class is 
divided into two teams. Round 1 – One student comes up and has one minute to describe as many 
key words for their team to guess without saying the words on the paper. The next team goes and 
this continues until all the words have been guessed. All the words then go back in the bag. Round 
2 – Same format but students can only use 3 words to describe the key word. Round 3 – Students 
act out the key words. 

 
Bouncing questions 

 

Bounce answers around the room to build on/assess knowledge/test misconceptions, by asking 
questions based on student answers. 
i.e. ‘Y , how might you develop Z’s answer to include more detail?’ 
‘X how might you combine everything we have heard into a single answer?’ 
TIP – provide students with enough ‘wait time’ before and after their responses to think/elaborate. 

 
Hinge-pony questions 

 

These can test understanding of key words, key concepts, and students can make predictions, by 
providing ABCD options. 
i.e. Paul: 
A: still has feelings for Jane 
B: has stopped loving Jane 
Tip – because this is so visual you are able to clearly see whether you can move forward with 
learning or whether learning needs to be reshaped. 



The Importance of Questioning 

Quality of questioning by the teacher is essential for ensuring good levels of challenge. Skilful questioning can transform average 

learning to great learning. Questioning is something we do in every lesson and is a skill we need to constantly develop. 

Research by Hattie (2009) found that only 20% of questions required thought by students, 60% required factual recall and 20% 

were procedural. 

To ensure that our questions require students to think, we can use Blooms taxonomy to plan questions. 

 

Lower order thinking 

 

Knowledge questions 
 
 

Comprehension 
Questions 

Applying the 
knowledge questions 

Exploring/analysing Evaluating 

What did? 
When did? 
Who did? 
Which word means? 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Why did? 
What are the main 
aspects ? 
What does this mean? 
Why has x been used? 
Can you explain briefly 
x ? 

How can you use..? 
How would you 
change..? 
Can you apply x to x ? 
Using this information 
could you x ? 

What if? 
Consider..? 
Think about ....? 
Why does x appear 
best? 
What issues are there 
with x ? 
Discuss... 
Consider the reasons.. 

Compare/justify/ 
Evaluate/devise 
What would you 
suggest to x ? 
How could x be better 
in your work? 
How could you 
defend..? 
Think about... 
Find three and explain 
why one is best. 

 

Higher order thinking 



Ineffective questioning occurs when: 

 We don’t allow students enough think time 

 Expect a particular answer and not accepting or discussing divergent answers 

 Not explaining or making use of wrong answers to improve learning 

 Only asking certain people to participate 

 Not asking challenging questions 

 Not differentiating questions 

Great questioning means that all learners are involved and engaged. It can be very difficult to get all students to participate but 

below are some ideas which Harlington teachers have found effective: 

1. Allowing time to discuss in pairs before answering – 

think – pair – share 

2. Establishing no hands-up to ensure all students join in 

and are alert 

3. Targeting individuals is important to ensure that 

questions engage and challenge every student. A key 

rule is to ask the question first and the student name 

second! 

4. Bouncing the question around the room ‘who else can 

add to this?’  ‘who can develop...answer?’ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.guardian.co.uk/teacher-network/2011/nov/17/lessons-good-to-outstanding-afl-questioning
http://teachertoolkit.me/2011/11/04/pose-pause-bounce-pounce/winnie-the-pooh-tigger/


  



 

The Outstanding Performance Pyramid 

Excellent planning leads to outstanding learning and students making exceptional progress. 

Below is a diagram showing the different elements of a lesson that we believe should lead to all students making exceptional 

progress in learning. As well as planning we need to build positive relationships with students, inspire and engage students 

through our teaching methods and constantly check and assess learning and progress. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


